
AN ANALYSIS OF THE DISTINCT PERIODS OF ANCIENT GREEK ART

Ancient Greek art stands out among that of other ancient cultures for its development of The art of ancient Greece is
usually divided stylistically into four periods: the The famous and distinctive style of Greek vase-painting with figures
depicted .. Architecture (meaning buildings executed to an aesthetically considered.

In Asia Minor, a new capital city was built at Pergamon Pergamum , by the Attalids; in Persia, the Seleucids
evolved a form of Baroque-style building design; in Egypt, the Ptolemaic dynasty constructed the lighthouse
and library at Alexandria. His contemporary, Thucydides, was the author, although incomplete, of a History of
the Peloponnesian War. The Ionic order was used in buildings along the west coast of Turkey and other
Aegean islands. Hesiod wrote: With the Heliconian Muses let us start Our song: they hold the great and godly
mount of Helicon, and on their delicate feet They dance around the darkly bubbling spring And round the altar
of the mighty Zeus. The painting of stone, terracotta and wood sculpture was another specialist technique
mastered by Greek artists. Editorial Review This Article has been reviewed for accuracy, reliability and
adherence to academic standards prior to publication. After killing her husband she showed little remorse, she
said This duty is no concern of yours. Classical Greek Pottery During this era, Ceramic art and thus
vase-painting experienced a progressive decline. The Roman Empire during this period is conventionally
known as the Byzantine Empire. Georgios Jakobides devoted his attention to infants and children and he
would laterbecome the first Director of the new National Gallery of Athens. Unfortunately, due to erosion,
vandalism and destruction, few original Greek paintings have survived from this period. To do this, they
introduced their "Classical Orders" - a set of design rules based on proportions between individual parts, such
as the ratio between the width and height of a column. The Archaic era was a period of gradual
experimentation. All that remains are a few painted slabs of terracotta the terracotta metopes from the temple
of Apollo at Thermon in Aitolia c. Anatomy became more accurate and as a result statues started to look much
more true-to-life. He also wrote on ethical, religious, political, and literary topics of the day. Greek literature
had risen from the oral tradition of Homer and Hesiod through the plays of Sophocles and Aristophanes and
now lay on the tables of Roman citizens and authors. Centuries of poetry and prose have come down through
the generations, influencing the Romans as well as countless others across Europe. During the era as a whole,
there was a huge improvement in the technical ability of Greek sculptors to depict the human body in a
naturalistic rather than rigid posture. Within the restrictions of these techniques and other strong conventions,
vase-painters achieved remarkable results, combining refinement and powerful expression. Theogony told of
the origins and genealogies of the gods, the kingdom of Zeus. Both tragedy and comedy had their origins in
Greece. New York: Routledge,  By contrast, the vase painters of Athens were more inclined to illustrate
mythological scenes. They were the first to perceive it and they lifted it to its supreme height. In addition, the
walls of many temples, municipal buildings and tombs were decorated with fresco painting, while their marble
or wooden sculpture was coloured with tempera or encaustic paint. In its day, it would have been embellished
with numerous wall-paintings and sculptures, yet even relatively devoid of adornment it stands as an
unmistakeable monument to Greek culture. Admired by the Roman architect Vitruvius c. Thus, at an early
stage Greek thought was advanced as poets refashioned their materials; and to this stage of Archaic poetry
belonged the epics ascribed to Homer , the Iliad and the Odyssey, retelling intermingled history and myth of
the Mycenaean Age. Sophocles c. No prose writer is known earlier than Pherecydes of Syros c.


